Health in a post-COVID-19 world

In the previous article in this issue (S Afr J Sci. 2022;118(11/12), Art. #13165), the emergence and spread of COVID-19 pari passu with climate change and planetary degradation were interpreted as late manifestations in the trend towards gradual decline into disorder (entropy) in an unstable and ecologically threatened planet. In this article, as we contemplate a post-COVID world, the question is whether new insights could generate courageous, prescient leadership towards new paradigms of health, politics, economics, society, and our relationship with nature. A gloomy prognosis is postulated because of the power of many impediments to such changes, both in an increasingly polarised world and in South Africa as a microcosm. Despite many squandered opportunities and a decline in local and global cooperation between all who have a stake in the future, some hope is retained for innovative shifts towards sustainable futures.

Significance:

Precarious local and global instabilities are vivid reminders of our interconnectedness with each other and with nature. Insights into local and global threats and opportunities, call for paradigm shifts in thinking about and taking action towards a potentially sustainable future in a country that has its own unique history and problems but is also a microcosm of the world. The impediments to making appropriately constructive paradigm shifts in many countries with their tendencies to authoritarianism that threaten peace and democracy, are even more complex in South Africa, where opportunities for dialogue and cooperation are diminishing. Retaining some hope, with vision and courage for innovative shifts towards a sustainable economic/ecological paradigm locally and globally, is arguably essential.

The key to good decision-making is not knowledge. It is understanding. We are swimming in the former. We are desperately lacking in the latter.

Malcom Gladwell

Introduction

Our global predicament today can be viewed as an interregnum between returning us to the unsustainable status quo before the COVID pandemic, or to embracing paradigm shifts that could propel human beings collectively towards developing sustainable long-term goals. The short-sighted choice would be limited to the current pandemic control measures, new vaccines, some strengthening of healthcare systems, small-scale poverty alleviation, and development of renewable forms of energy. A more desirable trajectory would include a new vision of the future, supported by transdisciplinary teams of scholars/researchers evaluating means of changing complex global systems, and public participation in creating the political will and administrative capacity to grasp such daunting challenges. Wise stewardship into the future would be characterised by more modest material entitlements, enhanced attention to energy conservation and making peace rather than war.

Which path will be chosen? By whom will the choice be made? Will we continue as a global community along the current socially, ethically and ecologically unsustainable trajectory of ‘progress’, defined as expanding knowledge, developing new technology, promoting endless economic growth and philanthropy? Are we trapped within the ideological illusion of endless, market-driven, economic growth that currently pervades and corrupts all aspects of our lives? Alternatively, do we have the will and capacity to take the more difficult, but potentially sustainable trajectory through new framings, metaphors, and paradigms of living—2, with a new ethics for ‘being’ that is sensitive to future generations—19-21. These ideas, expressed briefly here are more expansively articulated in many books and articles, some referenced herein with many more cited in those publications and in a rapidly expanding literature.

Return to the status quo ante?

It is unlikely that the world could be returned to a resemblance of the status quo ante. Yet it seems from current trends that the most privileged and powerful, with their conservative tendencies, are attempting, as in the past, to restore their normality without reducing disparities or their consumption patterns contributing to climate change. Within this scenario, climate change disasters would escalate on a continually degrading planet—12,13, with newly emerging infectious diseases and increasing anti-microbial resistance. Thirty years ago, US Vice President, Al Gore, opined that those with ‘...a vested interest in the status quo will probably continue to stifle any meaningful change, until enough citizens are willing to speak out and urge their leaders to bring the earth back into balance’—14.

This path further reveals the current global economic system as both fraudulent and immoral—even considered as a crime against humanity—16 for having spawned both extremely wealthy and desperately poor populations groups through its focus on profit and wealth accumulation by exploitation of the middle and poor classes, and free-riding on the environment—9,14,17. The resulting perpetuation of divergencies in health, wealth and living status, exemplified by life expectancies at birth that differ by up to 30 years, the unseen suffering associated with egregious differences in wealth and health, and neglect of our vital biosphere, could be interpreted as consequences of eccodial activities with genocidal effects.

In her analytic comparison of the world in 1914 and 2014, Margaret McMillan perceived disquieting parallels between failure to understand the factors that propelled Europe to war in 1914, and events in the world 100 years later that have placed us at risk of a similar catastrophe—14. Paul Rogers concurred that by 2020, available evidence inspired little confidence that there was sufficient wisdom to avert the destructive potential of some scientific and
technological developments, even if inevitable catastrophes had not yet materialised.\(^\text{18}\) John Gray contended that states’ struggle for power over natural resources, had led to an era of geopolitical rivalry reminiscent of a century ago, but with new participants and higher stakes.\(^\text{30}\) Other eloquent descriptions of the ravages of the global political economy, reveal the extent to which our inability to learn from history contributes to failure of the much cherished projects of international peace and world government.\(^\text{2,21-23}\) Consequent ongoing human conflict and domino effects will enhance a trajectory of progressive ecosystem entropy, with a potentially fatal outcome for human life on our planet.

### A new trajectory of progress: Changing our global/planetary paradigm

#### Recognition and acknowledgement of tipping points

Our position at many tipping points\(^\text{24-26}\) makes it essential to acknowledge that solutions to 21st-century problems of global health and security are not accessible solely through scientific and technological innovation, biomedicine and endless economic growth within our current competitive, hyper-individualistic paradigm that has given rise to these problems\(^\text{26,27}\). Knowing how ideas sparked the ‘swerve’ into the modern age through the Renaissance\(^\text{28}\) could provide the impetus to pursuing another ‘swerve’ through new paradigms of health, politics, economics and social relations towards improved lives on a sustainable planet\(^\text{28}\). In contemporary language, this would involve updating our cerebral software and its now defunct ‘processes’ with a new program geared to the reality of our time.

#### Changing the health paradigm

The first challenge is to understand that dangerous health inequities within and between countries cannot be addressed by highly technical, individualised approaches to health care. Contemplating health from the broadest perspective is crucial to revealing the myriad forces influencing population health that need to be corrected. The valid criticism that a narrow focus on care predominantly for patients with COVID excessively displaced care for patients with other often urgent medical and surgical needs, does not require discarding the biomedical focus on diseases that is so vital to caring for individual people through medicine’s enduring bedside technical and humanitarian skills.\(^\text{31}\) It does mean that a comprehensive way of thinking about population health is needed by extending the notion of health beyond the individualistic, biomedical model towards a holistic, ecological perspective.\(^\text{2,29}\)

In the face of still evolving global economic and health crises in a low-growth economy, a vital question for upper- and middle-income countries is not whether more money is needed for health care or the well-being of their citizens, but rather whether available resources could be spent more wisely. The goal would be to protect/improve social infrastructures and its now defunct ‘processes’ with a new program geared to the reality of our time.

#### Changing the political paradigm

At the beginning of this century, Michael McCawire argued that the adversarial national security paradigm’s evolution over the previous 50 years, shaped by beliefs of specific times and events, had lost its way.\(^\text{36}\) He described this now dying paradigm as characterised by:

1. **relationships** of exclusion, confrontation, domination and enmity;
2. **diplomacy** that is adversarial, intransigent, unilateral, venal and exploitative;
3. **power** that maintains superiority through compulsion and punishment; and
4. **security** based on inequality, deterrence, coercion, and national interests. He then advocated a shift to a new paradigm characterised by:

   1. inclusive and engaging relationships;
   2. cooperative and reciprocal diplomacy;
   3. the use of power to persuade and reward; and
   4. the pursuit of security through re-assurance and cooperation on a global scale.\(^\text{36}\) Much remains to be learned and implemented from his prescient analysis and from new political ideas for an era beyond the Anthropocene.\(^\text{37}\)

---

**Changing the economic paradigm and the values guiding global governance**

Examining the impact of the political economy on planetary health provides deeper insights into our current predicament and highlights the need to strive for a peaceful, globally sustainable economy.\(^\text{18,19}\) In so doing we should contemplate that during the 4½ billion years’ history of our planet, *Homo sapiens* appeared about 200 000 years ago and ‘modern’ life began only 10 000 years ago with the Agricultural Revolution. Carbon dioxide levels in the atmosphere remained somewhat stable at below 300 parts per million, and life on earth was sustainable until the First and Second Industrial Revolutions 270 years ago, and were intensified by the first oil-producing wells in 1857. Fossil fuels accumulated over millions of years have been exponentially extracted and consumed, especially over the past 50 years. Increasing easy access to food and improved living conditions enhanced the quality of human lives, extended life expectancy at birth from less than 40 years to almost 80 years for some and allowed the world population to increase from 1 billion people in 1800 to 2.5 billion in 1950 and almost 8 billion today.

Widening disparities in health and wealth, despite massive economic growth and global ethical frameworks such as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, questions the values that direct our actions today in global health. Global governance for health\(^\text{36}\) has been critiqued on grounds inclusive of duty dumping\(^\text{40}\), exploitation\(^\text{41}\) and incoherence\(^\text{42,43}\). The foundations of modern society’s current approaches, based on economic liberalism, corporatism, managerialism, a focus on biomedical science, respect for human rights limited to civil and political rights, and healthcare services within an exploitative ‘medical industrial complex’, are distorted by power asymmetry and so-called ‘global social norms’ that limit the range of choice and constrain corrective action on health inequity.\(^\text{40,42,45}\)

J.K. Galbraith’s insights into the complacency of affluence and the need for a humane economic agenda\(^\text{46,47}\), as well as many cautions against being fooled by a window-dressing agenda in feel-good societies, remain relevant. Ignoring such advice while conditions of life remain desperate for the majority in the face of continuing exponential consumption of energy by a minority, without concern for the future, augurs poorly for achieving a secure world. Global challenges and crises will likely get worse within such a trajectory, as presciently predicted indirectly decades ago\(^\text{48,49}\) and directly more recently\(^\text{50,51}\). Such trends reveal limited insight into the health implications for wealthy countries if an uncontrolled pandemic becomes prolonged\(^\text{52}\), and have neither moral justification nor any basis in any ethical theory. Reports that 50% of the initial COVID-19 vaccine supply was purchased for use by 13% of the world population, reflects the striking lack of solidarity with distant others (vaccine nationalism) during a devastating global pandemic.\(^\text{53}\)

Correction requires new mental software capable of seeking global political solutions to counter powerful global political forces detrimental to health and planetary sustainability. The challenge is to develop an ethically justifiable economic path towards solidarity, cooperation, interdependence, a sense of responsibility for future life on earth, a fairer international distribution of resources\(^\text{55,56}\), and a continuing quest for greater equity in health care.

A good starting point would be to redefine severe poverty more realistically, from the current level of per capita income of less than USD2/day to USD4–5/day, to catalyse significant poverty alleviation. This could strongly supplement poverty alleviation endeavours such as the Brazilian Bolsa Familia scheme and others cited in the WHO Commission on the Social Determinants of Health report.\(^\text{54}\)

Sustainable health needs to be rooted in commitments to global solidarity and shared responsibility, and in wise global governance for health within an economic and political system that serves a global community of healthy people on a healthy planet. Rectifying the regnant economic paradigm must be preceded by recognition of how this is sustained by distortions of our values; for example, the claimed rights by some for excessive freedom to satisfy endless entitlements without attention to the associated balancing responsibilities that are essential to satisfying rights and protecting the common good.\(^\text{26}\)
A comprehensive reconsideration of the current economic paradigm should be enhanced by questioning the validity of excessively affluent lifestyles. More resources should be allocated to improving the public infrastructure and institutions of social reproduction (e.g. education, health care), and placing quantifiable monetary value on the unpaid work of women for contributions to society that are currently not included in measurements of GDP. Revisions to how debt is created and perpetuated, as well as new forms of taxation, would be vital to supporting better lives and health in low- and middle-income countries, and to discouraging wealthy countries from living at the expense of future generations.

**Social innovation**

Enlightenment values of freedom, rationality and economic growth are the drivers of innovation. Yet innovation is preferentially limited to sidelined scientific progress and improvements in technological applications, not least in the predatory power of war to accumulate resources as a mechanism for survival. New broadly based socially innovative ideas and projects are needed. For example, a ‘not-for-profit world beyond capitalism and economic growth’, aimed at narrowing egregious disparities in human flourishing, could shift the global mindset by influencing the hearts and minds of whole populations. Collective social efforts to reduce anger and conflict through wider community interest and stake-holding in developing a sustainable future, shaped by innovation, political commitment, and social action could become a means of promoting a shift towards solidarity and cooperation within a new narrative for planetary survival in a potential Symbiocene era.

**Expanding the bio-political-ethical discourse**

In 1971, Van Renselaar Potter argued for the integration of biology, ecology, medicine, and human values within the concept of a new term ‘bioethics’. Those who were developing their own conception of biomedical ethics largely ignored Potter’s prescient warning about unsustainable progress, particularly in healthcare systems. The moral compass they developed was almost entirely focused on individual protection of civil and political rights with little attention to the public good.

In the 1990s, Hans Kung’s pursuit of the idea that antagonistic ways of thinking and acting would not be sufficient to resolve 21st-century challenges, amazingly succeeded in getting all the religions to sign a document of mutually supported beliefs.

Subsequently, secularly based recommendations (and the rationale for these) were made to extend the bioethics discourse beyond the ethics of interpersonal relationships to include the ethics of institutional and international relationships, and ecological ethics in the pursuit of public, global and planetary health. This was followed by a critique of the global political economy, and an interphilosophies dialogue methodology to facilitate peaceful communication across diverse cultural beliefs.

The deeply disturbing ethical insensitivity and inadequate responses to political threats of mass human violence, including nuclear weapon proliferation, more wars and major pandemics that threaten to annihilate and disrupt many lives, point to the urgency for stimulating our moral imaginations to find new solutions to egregious disparities. These utopian paradigm shifts seem unlikely in the face of many impediments.

**Are we capable of making radical global changes?**

Prerequisites for making potentially more effective changes include widespread social acceptance of the need to ensure our future survival through prescient and effective global political leadership and health governance. The question is whether we can muster sufficient solidarity through political, public, social, moral, and ecological imaginations to find new solutions to egregious disparities. These utopian paradigm shifts seem unlikely in the face of many impediments.

**Impediments to change**

While there are many reasons for denial, resistance and inaction, it is plausible to suggest that a dominant barrier to meaningful change lies in reluctance – even refusal – to admit that our predicament is large, that the major impediment to shifting from paradigms of living that have resulted in such a small proportion of people in the world being privileged (about 20%), is the invisibility of power structures and a belief system in which power is embedded and perpetuated, that determines the major way of thinking and the framing of ideas, values and actions. Currently dominant belief systems, their frames and metaphors for global thinking are characterised by an emphasis on individualism, freedom and a market economy that places economic considerations above all else.

Our global plight is not entirely due to failure to pursue such hard-won and highly prized values as individual rights, tolerance, self-
determination, and democracy with checks and balances on political power, that have contributed to advancing human well-being. We are also culpable of pursuing distortions of these values in ways that improve the lives of some while excluding others who constitute the vast majority. For example, a self-destructive mode of life is propagated when individualism becomes hyper-individualism and when freedom of the powerful reduces the freedom of the weak. When human rights discourse is narrowly focused on civil and political rights – with little attention to social, cultural, and economic rights – short-term interests are highlighted within what has become the favoured minimalist moral compass in secular societies. Fraudulent economic dogma that pervades all aspects of life further dilutes other values such as a sense of community and solidarity with others. Additional examples include ignoring the interdependence of all life within a natural world of limited resources, toleration of a medical research agenda that is heavily skewed towards illnesses afflicting the wealthy, and marketing new therapies at a sacrifice of the cost of production.

The Lancet/University of Oslo Commission Report illustrated the failure to acknowledge the multifactorial sociological underpinnings of ongoing global crises, and the role of the commitment of the wealthiest to fraudulent economic policies in the complex causal chain of multiple threats to global health and security. While the Commission made an accurate diagnosis of global health inequities, the solutions proposed were closely linked to political economy as some of their root causes. The Lancet/University of Oslo Commission Report illustrated the failure to acknowledge the multifactorial sociological underpinnings of ongoing global crises, and the role of the commitment of the wealthiest to fraudulent economic policies in the complex causal chain of multiple threats to global health and security. While the Commission made an accurate diagnosis of global health inequities, the solutions proposed were closely linked to political economy as some of their root causes.

Most of the world’s poor are people of colour, and the roots of structural racism and structural poverty are complex. Honesty requires that the long-overdue attention now being paid to marginalised communities in the Global North should be extended to acknowledgement that impoverished lives in Africa and in the rest of the Global South also matter. All lives are of value, regardless of wealth or educational level, and we are all diminished and threatened by allowing billions to live with preventable and unnecessary suffering.

Other overlapping rationalisations for inadequately addressing these human imperfections include a trajectory of history too complex and opaque to be widely understood and accepted; the extreme discomfort of confronting human failures; the depth of shame and regret aroused by structurally discriminatory forces locally and globally; the complexity of engaging open-mindedly in dialogue. Confronting power relationships and structural violence that support deeply entrenched cultural patterns with their revered narratives, are further aggravated by global geo-political antagonisms with pursuit of power and wealth that preclude visionary collaboration and action across many deep cultural and socio-political-economic barriers. John Maynard Keynes observed that ‘the difficulty lies not so much in developing new ideas, as in escaping from old ones’. The big question is: Can our species undertake and achieve the ambitious goals outlined here? Given the relentless pursuit of power and resources to meet unsustainable lifestyles, together with denial of human culpability, it seems highly unlikely that we have the volition or ability as a global community to escape from a competitive and destructive paradigm and move into a globally cooperative future. Friedrich Hegel expressed such skepticism and he warned that ‘What experience and history teach is this — that nations and governments have never learned anything from history or acted upon any lessons they might have drawn from it.’

Glimmers of hope

There are several reasons for retaining glimmers of hope. The first relates to our having acquired some insight into the fact that ongoing ‘progress’ is not sustainable and that both human advancement and social retrogression are becoming inescapable features of life. Our human capacity for empathy, as witnessed so frequently in everyday life, and the potential for some sense of global citizenship and solidarity under the threat of possible extinction, add hope to our ability to shape the future. Recent focused attention on the serious shortcomings of neoliberalism and on imagining better worlds is also gratifying.

Our ingenuity in addressing such complex issues as the human genome and targeted medical therapies, as well as space exploration and travel, suggest that we also have the ingenuity to address the complexity of social innovation challenges on a grand scale. The magnitude of the financial investment required to pursue such work is within our reach as mentioned in relation to the 2008 financial crash, and given that today the International Monetary Fund provides subsidies of USD5 trillion each year to the fossil fuel industry, and that almost USD2 trillion is spent on the military globally each year. If we could resolve to use our intellectual and material resources to make peace instead of war, and use our human ingenuity to undertake research and education on socially innovative changes, impressive advances could be achieved.

While transition towards renewable energy will not be sufficient in the timeframe available, devoting more attention to reducing energy consumption, and doing better with less could be of great value if these were to become high priorities.

The polarised extremes of several systems of belief (world views), each with their own ontology (what it means to be human), epistemology (how knowledge is defined) and axiology (study of the nature of values and valuing), provide conflicting challenges in motivating system changes. It has become popular to assert that the world’s dominant belief system, caricatured as western, white male and capital-oriented, lies at the heart of the problem, and that solutions lie in replacing this with one or other version of indigenous and identity-related ‘decolonised’ ideologies. It is vital to acknowledge the roles of empires, colonisation and other means of creating ‘the other’ that have oppressed so many and undermined their health and dignity. However, what decolonisation and transformation entails and how these would be implemented remain vague (at least in South Africa). But it is surely evident that, rather than reciprocated revengeful attitudes, it would be more constructive to embark on mutually respectful, innovative, cooperative dialogue to identify overlapping values within the best notions of both the western and alternative world views. Humility will be needed to implement well-described and justifiable effective methods from other world views to deal with health issues responsive to such measures, for example, as argued in relation to the mental health of culturally abused children of residential schools in Canada, when western methods of psychotherapy are ineffective or even harmful.

Such collaboration should be possible without rejecting or diminishing the value of reason and the scientific method. Emphasis is also needed on enhancing relationships within broader spectra of world views than those caricatured by their polar extremes. Full participation in the dialogue by all parties is essential to use the tension between competing ideas creatively rather than destructively. Ethical motives and reasoning can assist in recognising that while relationships within families and communities are primary, solidarity within an extended web of relations should also be highly valued. Indeed, components of both the dominant tradition and of alternative philosophies remind us of the greater complexity of real-world relationships, and direct us towards recognition and support for essential ethical relationships within and between communities, institutions, and nations, and with our natural environment.

Jared Diamond has opined that we can learn from the errors that led to the collapse of previous civilisations. Bill Gates is also optimistic and centres his hope on technological innovation that could include geo-engineering. Martin Rees, an imaginative scientist, has expressed faith (probably overinflated) in the benefits of artificial intelligence and space exploration for the future of humankind. Niall Ferguson gingerly shares some of this optimism but with the following caveat:

It would be wonderful if the advance of science had liberated us from at least some of the irrational ways of thinking that characterized the ancient and medieval world... But other ways of magical thinking have grown even as religious belief has diminished.
Vaclav Smil, who has intensively focused on using the best knowledge available to advance the human predicament, is neither entirely skeptical that we are facing an apocalypse nor dismissive of new pathways through scientific advances towards long-term peaceful survival.11 David Graeber and David Wengrow in their monumental reinterpretation of human history, with emphasis on the unacknowledged contributions of indigenous societies, have also offered new positive insights into the forces that could shape a better future.113

Power dynamics are critical. Rather than concentrating on power over others (money and force), power with others (community values) has the potential to allow us to forge collective goals that have become vital to survival. This alternative perspective envisages a shift in metaphor from competition to cooperation. Judicious use of financial power, the power of empirically based knowledge and the power of well-reasoned moral authority are the three forms of power that could be used non-coercively to reduce the social instability that results from preventable poverty and disease that pose major security threats to the health and lives of all across the globe.

Conclusions

Framing global health in terms of a healthy planet requires an understanding of the adversarial impact of our transition from a species dependent on nature for our survival, to one capable of manipulating nature, and most recently to ambitious (even overambitious and potentially harmful) endeavours to re-engineer life and the biosphere.114

Any serious attempt at improving global health will have to address such tough questions as: Are we willing to acknowledge what lies at the core of global health inequities? Can we promote deeper insights into who we are? Can we revise our expectations as global citizens and internalise the extent and nature of our responsibilities to those who are distant or less fortunate? Can we restore a balance in undistorted enlightenment values and ways of thinking? Can we communicate with those who have different belief systems, and in so doing craft an improved shared belief system? Are there visionary local and global leaders willing to face these challenges?

These questions could also be asked about South Africa, a country that is a microcosm of the world. The sorry state of its failed aspirations and the new government’s shameless, corrupt use of power for the self-interest of its leaders, their friends and families rather than the population it should serve, have been eloquently revealed.115-117 With the global being visible within the local, and vice versa, the message of interdependence is highlighted. Cooperation and building on the best are more likely to offer optimism than reactive destruction in the hope of building anew.

Ongoing advances in science and technology will assist in making progress towards a better world, but it has become essential to address the adverse upstream economic and social forces that are radically reshaping the viability of our planet and all its inhabitants. For hope to be retained it is essential that human ingenuity and benevolence will be applied to social innovation to promote peace, reduce inequities, and enhance democracy nationally and internationally.118 With the evolution applied to social innovation to promote peace, reduce inequities, and reshaping the viability of our planet and all its inhabitants. For hope to the adverse upstream economic and social forces that are radically reshaping the viability of our planet and all its inhabitants.

The quest for sustainable global health will be elusive if we continue to neglect the upstream forces, particularly the pervasive destructive impacts of a wicked economic system on all the domains discussed that cause, sustain, and aggravate the impoverished lives of over half the world’s population. Failure to act, will likely result in our being consumed by the conflict, confusion, and chaos of a world out of balance and in entropy. Deriving dazzling pleasure from seeing millions of light years into the past should not blind us to what lies ominously in front of our eyes! Although the outlook for constructive change is bleak, the ideas briefly outlined here could hopefully be used as study springboards to stimulate such work. Promoting a sense of ‘global consciousness’ within educational systems to enable children, adolescents and young adults to identify more effectively with others locally and globally, should be included in developing character and values for the 21st century. Educational institutions at all levels should include these goals as a central component of their endeavours.

“Note: Frames and metaphors are mechanisms of mind that shape our perceptions and structure our most basic understandings of our experience and actions that are used ‘unconsciously’, automatically and in repetitious ways to determine how knowledge is constructed and debated.”119 They allow us to understand reality, to create what we take to be reality and to facilitate our most basic interactions with the world by structuring our ideas and concepts, shaping the way we reason, and impacting on how we perceive and how we act.2 The dominant belief system, as with other contrasting belief systems, mobilises feelings and motivations through symbols that work most powerfully when subconscious. What is believed becomes an important aspect of reality, whether true or not, and this applies to religious and secular belief systems.120
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